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ACTING
THE FIRST SIX LESSONS
To suffer, to feel deeply:
,,Those are two things without which you cannot do in any art and especially in the art of
theatre. Only by paying this price can you attain the happiness of creation, the happiness of
the birth of a new artistic value.’’
Concentration:
,,It is important in every art and especially in the art of the theatre. Concentration is the
quality which permits us to direct all our spiritual and intellectual forces towards one
definite object and to continue as long as it pleases us to do so – sometimes for a time much
longer than our physical strength can endure. I knew a fisherman once who, during a
storm, did not leave his rudder for forty-eight hours, concentrating to the last minute on his
work of steering his schooner. Only when he had brought the schooner back safely into the
harbor did he allow his body to faint. This strength, this certainty of power over yourself, is
the fundamental quality of every creative artist.’’
Acting:
,,Acting is the life of the human soul receiving its birth through art. In a creative theatre the
object for an actor’s concentration is the human soul. In the first period of his work – the
searching – the object for concentration is his own soul and those of the men and women
who surround him. In the second period – the constructive one – only his own soul. Which
means that, to act, you must know how to concentrate on something materially
imperceptible, - on something which you can perceive only by penetrating deeply into your
own entity, recognizing what would be evidenced in life only in a moment of the greatest
emotion and most violent struggle. In other words, you need a spiritual concentration on
emotions which do not exist, but are invented or imagined.’’
Your five senses: sight, hearing, smell, touch and taste:
,,They will be the key of you creation like a scale for a Chopin Nocturne. Learn how to
govern this scale, how with your entire being to concentrate on your senses, to make them
work artificially, to give them different problems and create the solutions.’’
The education of the body:
,,An hour and a half daily on the following exercises: gymnastics, rhythm gymnastics,
classical and interpretive dancing, fencing, all kinds of breathing exercises, voice-placing
exercises, diction, singing, pantomime, make-up. An hour and a half a day for two years
with steady practice afterwards in what you have acquired will make an actor pleasing to
look at.’’
The cultured actor:
,,I need an actor who knows the world’s literature and who can see the difference between
German and French Romanticism. I need an actor who knows the history of painting, of
sculpture and of music, who can always carry in his mind, at least approximately, the style
of every period, and the individuality of every great painter. I need an actor who has a fairly
clear idea of the psychology of motion, of psycho-analysis, of the expression of emotion, and
the logic of feeling. I need an actor who knows something of the anatomy of the human
body, as well as of the great works of sculpture. All this knowledge is necessary because the
actor comes in contact with these things, and has to work with them on the stage. This
intellectual training would make an actor who could play a great variety of parts.’’
The training of the soul:
,,The most important factor of dramatic action. An actor cannot exist without a soul
developed enough to be able to accomplish, at the first command of the will, every action
and change stipulated. In other words, the actor must have a soul capable of living through
any situation demanded by the author. There is no great actor without such a soul.

Unfortunately, it is acquired by long, hard work, at great expense of time and experience,
and through a series of experimental parts. The work for this consists in the development of
the following faculties: complete possesion of all the five senses in various imaginable
situations; development of a memory of feeling, memory of inspiration or penetration,
memory of imagination, and, last, a visual memory.’’
The actor as a matter-of-fact person:
,,The actor must be – how otherwise could he dream? The only person who can dream is the
person who can stand with both feet firmly on the earth.’’
The practicality of dreams:
,,I’m talking about order, about system. I’m talking about harnessing dreams – conscious
and unconscious dreams – all useful – all necessary – all obedient – all coming at your call.
All parts in that beautiful state of your nature that you call “experience”.’’
Unconscious memory of feelings:
,,We have a special memory for feelings, which works unconsciously by itself and for itself.
It’s right there. It is in every artist. It is that which makes experience an essentail part of our
life and craft. All we have to do is to know how to use it.’’
To imitate is wrong. To create is right:
,,The theatre exists to show things which do not exist actually. When you love on the stage,
do you really love? Be logical. You substitute creation for the real thing. The creation must
be real, but that is the only reality that should be there.’’
Repetition and perfection:
,,Hoe do you learn a tune you want to remember? How do you learn the outline of muscles
you want to draw? How do you learn the mixture of colors you want to use in painting?
Through constant repetition and perfection. It may be hard for you, easier for someone else.
One person remembers a tune, hearing it just once – another will have to hear it many
times. Toscanini remembers it, reading a manuscript once. Practice!
I have given you an example. You can find around and within you hundreds of
opportunities. Work on them and learn to bring back what seems lost. Learn to bring it back
actually and make good use of it. At first it will require much time, skill, and effort. The
subject is delicate. You will find the trend and lose it again many times. Don’t get
discouraged. Remember, this is an actor’s fundamental work – to be able “to be” what he
disires consciously and exactly.’’
To bring back a feeling:
,,Think over the process of approach toward the actual moment of that feeling. You will
know when you get it. You will feel the warmth of it and the satisfaction. Practically every
good actor does it unconsciously when he acts well and is happy about it. However,
gradually, it will take you less and less time. It will be just like recalling a tune. Finally the
flash of thought will be sufficient. You will eliminate details. You will define the whole thing
inside of your being with certain aim, and with practice, a mere hint will make you “be”
what you want. Then use the author’s words and if your choice was right, they will always
sound fresh, always alive! You won’t need to play them. You’ll hardly need to form them,
they will come so naturally. All you will need is to have perfect bodily technique in order to
project whatever emotion you are prompted to express.’’
Finding that “to be” in the places in the part:
,,You must find it for every place, but be careful not to overdo it. Don’t look for “to be” when
you should seek “to do”. Don’t forget that when you want to be an actor with all your heart
and soul, want it to such an extent that you forget your self entirely, and when your
technique is developed sufficiently, you can already act most of the stuff that is written. It is
just like humming a tune. The difficult spots are what you should watch for and work for.
Every play is written for one of at most a few “high tension” moments. The audience pays
the price of the tickets – not for two whole hours – but for the best ten seconds, the ten

seconds when it gets the biggest laugh of thrill. Your whole strength and perfection must be
directed toward those seconds.’’
The riches of life:
,,Notice everything around you – watch yourself cheerfully. Collect and save in your soul all
the riches of life and the fulness of it. Keep those memories in order. You can never tell
when you will need them, but they are your only friends and teachers in your craft. They are
your only paints and brushes. And they will bring you reward. They are yours – your own
property. They are not imitations, and they will give you experience, precision, economy, and
power.’’
To memorize your actions:
,,You would have to memorize your actions as you memorize the music. You would have to
know distincly the difference between “I complained” and “I scorned” and, although the two
actions follow each other, you would be just as different in their delivery as the singer is
when he takes “C” or “C flat”. Moreover, when you know action by heart no interruption of
change of order can disturb you. If you have your action confined within one single word,
and you know exactly what that action is, you have it inside of you on the call of a split
second, how can you be disturbed when the time comes for its delivery? Your scene, or part,
is a long string of beads – beads of action. You play with them as you play with a rosary.
You can start anywhere, any time, and go as far as you wish, if you have a good hold on the
beads themselves.’’
The soul:
,,The actor creates the whole length fo a human soul’s life on the stage every time he creates
a part. This human soul must be visible in all its aspects, physical, mental and emotional.
Besides, it must be unique. It must be the soul. The same soul the author thought of, the
one the director explained to you, the one you brought to the surface from the depth of your
being. No other but that one.
And the character who owns this created soul on the stage is unique and different from all
the rest. It is Hamlet and nobody else. It is Ophelia and nobody else. They are human, that
is true, but here the similarity ends. We are all human, we have the same number of arms
and legs and our noses are placed respectively in the same positions. Yet, as there are no
two oak leaves alike, there are no two human beings alike. And when an actor creates the
human soul in the form of a character, he must follow the same wise rule of Nature and
make that soul unique and individual.’’
The character’s body:
,,Analyse now in detail the posture of your head, go to the galleries or look into books. Look
at Van Dyck, look at Reynolds. Your arms and hands were natural and sincere, but I could
have told you right away that those hands play tennis, drive a car, and, when necessary,
can broil a marvellous steak. Study the hands of Botticelli, of Leonardo, of Raphael.’’
A composite creature:
,,You can borrow a head form Botticelli, a posture from Van Dyck, use the arms of your
sister and the wrists of Angna Enters (the last not as a dancer but as a person). The clouds
driven by the wind can inspire your walk. And all of this will make a composite creature,
just as a tabloid makes a composite photograph of a person or event from a dozen different
photographs.’’
Characterization of the mind:
,,The most powerful weapon of an author is his mind. The quality of it, the speed, alertness,
depth, brilliancy. All of that counts, without regard to whether he is writing words of Caliban
or those of Jeanne d’Arc, or those of Osvald. A good writer’s fool is no more foolish than his
creator’s mind, and a prophet no more wise than the man who conceived him. Do you
remember Romeo and Juliet? Lady Capulet says about Juliet ‘She’s not fourteen’. And then
a few pages later Juliet speaks. “My bounty is as boundless as the sea, My love as deep; the
more I give to thee, The more I have, for both are infinite.”

Confucius could have said that, or Buddha, or St. Francis. If you will try acting Juliet’s part
in a way which characterizes her mind as a fourteen-year-old mind, you’ll be lost. If you try
to make her older you’ll ruin Shakespeare’s theatrical conception which is that of a genius.
If you try to explain it by the early maturity of Italian women, by the wisdom of the Italian
Renaissance, and so forth, you will be all tangled up in archeology and history, and your
inspiration will be gone. All you have to do is to grasp the characterization of Shakepeare’s
mind and follow it.’’
Characterization of emotions:
,,The emotion of a character is the only sphere where the author should pay attention to the
actor’s demands and adjust his writings to the actor’s interpretation. Or, an actor is justified
in adjusting the author’s writing to achieve the best results for his own emotional outline of
the part.’’
Emotion:
,,Emotion is God’s breath in a part.’’
Observation:
,,As a rule, I believe that inspiration is the result of hard work, but the only thing which can
stimulate inspiration in an actor is constant and keen observation every day of his life.’’
Rhythm:
,,A glacier moves two inches in a century; a swallow flies two miles in a minute – they both
have Rhythm. Expand the idea from the glacier to a theoretical standstilll and from the
swallow to a theoretical light-speed. Rhythm will include and carry them all within its scope.
To exist is to have Rhythm.’’
Rhythm:
,,Don’t look at me now, my dearest friend, look into space and listen with your inner ear.
Music, and the other arts which follow naturally, will be only an open road to the whole of
the universe. Don’t miss anything in it. Listen to the waves of the sea. Absorb their sweeping
change of time, with your body, brain and soul. Talk to them as Demosthenes did, and don’t
weaken after the first attempt. Let the meaning and Rhythm of your words be a continuation
of their eternal ound. Inhale their spirit and feel at one with them, even for an instant. It will
make you, in the future, able to portray the eternal parts of universal literature. Go through
the same experience with woods, fields, rivers, sky above – then turn to the city and swing
your spirit to its sounds as you did to its creative rattle. Don’t forget the quiet, dreamy,
small towns – and above all, don’t forget your fellow men. Be sensitive to every change in the
manifestation of their existence. Answer that change always with a new and higher level of
your own Rhythm. This is the secret of existence, perseverance and activity. This is what the
world really is – from the stone up to the human soul.’’

